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Abstract Group technology (GT) is a manufacturing philosophy
that attempts to reduce production cost by reducing the mate-
rial handling and transportation cost. The GT cell formation by
any known algorithm/heuristics results in much intercell move-
ment known as exceptional elements. In such cases, fractional
cell formation using reminder cells can be adopted successfully
to minimize the number of exceptional elements. The fractional
cell formation problem is solved using modified adaptive reson-
ance theory1 network (ART1). The input to the modified ART1
is machine-part incidence matrix comprising of the binary digits
0 and 1. This method is applied to the known benchmarked prob-
lems found in the literature and it is found to be equal or superior
to other algorithms in terms of minimizing the number of the ex-
ceptional elements. The relative merits of using this method with
respect to other known algorithms/heuristics in terms of compu-
tational speed and consistency are presented.

Keywords Adaptive resonance theory networks · Fractional cell
formation · Group technology

1 Introduction

Group theory (GT) is applied in a cellular manufacturing sys-
tem to identify part families and their associated machine groups
so that each part family is processed within a machine group.
The identification of a part family and its associated machine
groups are called cell formation. The advantage of a cellular
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manufacturing system is that it reduces material handling time,
work-in-process, throughput time, setup time, delivery time, and
space. Furthermore, it provides the operational benefits of flow
line production, simplification of quality control and increased
job satisfaction.

Cell formation is often recognized as a complex problem
in the literature. Thus, in order to reduce difficulties in the cell
formation problem, a large number of methods, heuristics and
non-heuristics have been developed.

The operation requirements of parts on machines can be ob-
tained from routing cards. A matrix called the machine-parts
incidence matrix, which is m × n matrix with 0 or 1 elements,
commonly represents this information. In an incidence matrix,
the 1 in a column indicates the column part number requires
a row machine number for an operation; and the empty 0 value
indicates that the column part number does not require a machine
row number for an operation. All the 1s in a row and column
can be rearranged in such a way that they form individual diag-
onal matrices. It should be noted that the row or a column alone
is called an exceptional element, and is required for particular
operations as well as for grouped cell operations.

There have been several methods proposed to solve this cell
formation problem: array manipulation, hierarchical clustering,
non-hierarchical clustering, mathematical programming, graph
theory, heuristics, similarity co-efficient, knowledge-based algo-
rithms, search algorithms, etc. These methods are found to pro-
duce good solutions for well structured matrices where part fam-
ilies and machine cells exists naturally. But they fail to produce
good solutions for poorly structured matrices where the block di-
agonalization will end up with many exceptional elements. For
such circumstances, fractional cell formation is employed where
a fraction of the machines are grouped into cells and rest of
them are grouped in the reminder cell, which will function like
a pure job shop. In fractional cell formation, the parts in a part
family flow inside its associated GT machine cell, and possibly,
if required, through another GT cell and/or reminder cell. The
movement between a GT cell and reminder cell is not consid-
ered as an exceptional element; but the movement between GT
cells will be considered as exceptional elements. The incom-
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ing parts from different GT cells into the reminder cell will be
routed/scheduled inside the reminder cell as if it is a pure job
shop.

During the past decade, there has been a considerable amount
of research work in fractional cell formation. The problem was
originally identified by Murthy and Srinivasan [1]. They used
simulated annealing (SA) and heuristics algorithms (HA) for
fractional cell formation. In other research, Srinivasan and Zim-
mers [2] used a neighborhood search algorithm for fractional cell
formation.

This paper uses the neural network paradigm called the adap-
tive resonance theory1 (ART1) for cell formation. Basically, the
ART1 network classifies a set of binary vectors into groups based
on their similarity. The ART1 recognizes patterns and clusters
of binary vectors with a recognized pattern based on a devised
comparison mechanism.

In this paper, an ART1 network is employed to solve the
fractional cell formation problem. The architecture of the ART1
is based on the idea of adaptive resonant feedback between
two layers of nodes, as developed by Grossberg [3]. The ART1
Model described in Carpenter and Grossberg [4] was designed to
cluster binary input patterns.

The ART network is an unsupervised vector classifier that ac-
cepts input vectors and subsequently classifies them according to
the stored pattern they most resemble. It also provides a mech-
anism for the adaptive expansion of the output layer of neurons
until an adequate size is reached based on the number of classes
inherent in the observation. The ART network can adaptively
create a new neuron corresponding to an input pattern if it is de-
termined to be sufficiently different from existing clusters. This
determination, called the vigilance test, is incorporated into the
adaptive backward network. Thus, the ART architecture allows
the user to control the degree of similarity of patterns placed in
the cluster.

In this paper, a few modifications are made to the standard
ART1 architecture to make it suitable for this fractional cell for-
mation problem. Dagli and Huggahalli [5] and Chen and Park [6]
also modified the ART1 in their works to improve its perform-
ance in GT cell formation. But their modifications are not suit-
able for fractional cell formation. Our proposed modifications
make the ART1 suitable for GT cell formation as well as frac-
tional cell formation. The method is validated with the test cases
studied in the literature [1], and comparisons are presented.

2 Modified ART1

This modified ART1 has two phases. The first phase is similar
to the standard ART1 neural networks, while the second phase is
totally new as compared to the standard ART1.

2.1 First phase of the modified ART1

The architecture of the first phase of the modified ART1 has
two main Layers: the input layer, also called comparison layer;

and the output layer, also called recognition layer. Every input
(bottom) neuron is connected to every output (top) layer neu-
ron. There are bottom-up weights (Bij ) associated with the arcs
from input neurons to output neurons and top-down weights
(T j) associated with the output neurons to the input neurons.
The bottom-up weights are used for cluster competition and top-
down weights are used for cluster verification. The first phase of
the modified ART1 architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

In the first phase, the first cluster originates from ART1 using
the first row input vector received from the machine-part inci-
dence matrix. It then creates another cluster if the dissimilarity
of the next input vector exceeds a certain threshold. Otherwise,
this input is grouped with the corresponding cluster. The first
phase ART1 procedure consists of three processes: first, a cluster
search process in which the network computes a matching score
to reflect the degree of similarity of the present row-wise input
vector (X) to the existing stored neurons. The matching score for
neuron j , denoted by netj , is defined by:

netj =
M∑

i=1

bij ci (1)

where

bij is a bottom-up weight vector;
ci is output of the logical AND operator applied between input

vector (X) and tij ; and
tij is a top-down weight vector.

The initial tij and bij weights are calculated using the following
equations:

bij = (L)/(L −1+ M) for all i and j (2)

tji = 1 for all i and j (3)

where L is a constant > 1 (typically L = 2), and M is the number
of input neurons.

The largest netj , say netJ , implies that the most like group
and the associated group J is the candidate of the group.

The next process of the first phase is cluster verification. Even
though J is the “most like” group, it does not guarantee that the
input vector (X) will pass the vigilance test. To pass the vigilance
test requires S > �, where S is the similarity ratio. The similarity
ratio S is the ratio of number of 1s in the ci to the number of 1s
in the input vector. If the input X passes the test, it is included as
a member of group J . Otherwise, the process returns to the cluster
search process and tries the next largest netj . The vigilance param-
eter �, 0 ≤ � ≤ 1 determines the degree of the required similarity
between the current input and a neuron already stored.

The above two processes are similar to the standard ART1 ex-
cept the last cluster learning process. If the similarity between the
input vector X and the group J is good enough, then the vector
X is accepted as a member of group J . The learning process up-
dates the bottom-up weight vector (bij ) and the top-down vector
(tji). For the new group, the top-down weight vector is identical to
the input vector (X). But for the already stored neuron the logical
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Fig. 1. The first phase of the modi-
fied ART1 architecture

OR is applied between input vector (X) and the top-down weight
vector (tj ). The learning bottom-up weights are:

bi j = (L yi)

/ (
L −1+

∑

k

yk

)
(4)

where yi is the logical OR operator applied between X and tJ .
The weights will be updated only for the weights associated with
group J .

In the standard ART1, the learning of top-down weights vec-
tor (tj ) is the logical AND and is applied between input vector
(X) and top-down weights. The major disadvantage of the stan-
dard ART1 is that for cell formation, the group is degraded
during this operation. The stored neuron is degraded by the in-
crease of 0 bits in the vector. The degraded group may lead to an
improper classification in the future iterations.

The 1s in a stored neuron and 0s in an input vector X is 0 due
to thelogical AND operation between the stored neuron and input
vector. Once the value is set to 0, it can never be set to 1 because
the logical AND for 0 for any value is always equal to 0. This
problem can be overcome by replacing the logical AND opera-
tion by the logical OR operation during the learning process.

Due to the logical OR operation in the learning process, if
the number of 1s increases in top-down weight vector (tJ ) when
compared to the previous tJ vector, then the new tJ is given as
input to the network. If any other stored neuron wins, then the en-
tire group is merged with the winner group and the weights are

updated. But if the same stored neuron or new neuron wins, then
the same stored patterns are maintained. The final output of the
first phase of the modified ART1 is grouped machines.

2.2 Second phase of the modified ART1

In this phase, there are four processes: the cluster search process;
the cluster tuning process; the fractional identification process;
and the constraints verification process. In the cluster search pro-
cess, the top-down weights (tji) are fixed based on the previous
grouped rows, and the bottom-up weights are calculated by the
following equation:

bij = (Ltji)/(L −1+ M) . (5)

The column-wise inputs are applied to the network, which
computes a matching score to reflect the degree of similarity of
the present column-wise input vector (X) to the existing cluster.
The matching score for node j , denoted by fnetj , is defined as:

fnetj =
M∑

i=1

bij xi . (6)

The largest fnetj , say fnetJ, implies that the most like
group and the associated cluster J is the candidate cluster. After
column-wise input, the column groups are identified. The output
of this process is the part groups.
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In the second cluster tuning process the weights tij and bij are
fixed based on the previous part groups, and row-wise inputs are
applied to the network. The final output are grouped machines.
The next step in this process is tuning. If the number of previous
row groups is equal to the present number row groups, and also
if the total number of part groups is equal to the total number of
machine groups, then this process ends. Otherwise, the first two
processes of the second phase of the modified ART1 continue
until the tuning condition satisfies.

Once the tuning condition is satisfied, then the next process
is fractional identification. In this process, row-wise inputs are
again applied to the network. The weights are fixed based on
the final part groups. If any row gives value in the following ex-
ceptional element (EE) equation, then that row (i.e. machine) is
assigned to the reminder cell.

EE =
(∑

fnetj −max( fnetj )
)/

bij (7)

where fnetj is calculated using Eq. 6, and bij is the bottom-up
weight fixed value (i.e. bij = L/(L −1+ M)).

In the final constraints verification process, if the constraint
of the maximum number of machines permitted in the reminder
(mr) is not satisfied, then the highest value of EE rows are allot-
ted to the reminder cell. The next constraint is that each GT cell
machine group has at least two machines. If this condition is not
satisfied then that cell is merged with other cells. The selection
of the merging cell is based on the cell that gives a minimum EE
value. The final constraint is the number of GT cells. If the num-
ber of GT cells is greater than the number of GT cells allowed,
then the cells are merged so that it will satisfy the condition, as

Table 1. Comparison of results for the Murthy and Srinivasan [1] test problems

Pro
Size

SA HA Modified ARTI
Source

No. P mr EE P mr EE P mr EE Results compare best with

1 8× 20 3 4 1 3 4 7 3 4 1 HA [7]
2 8× 20 3 4 6 3 4 6 3 4 1 SA & HA [7]
3 16× 30 4 6 10 3 8 7 3 7 0 HA [8]
4 16× 30 4 6 0 3 8 1 4 5 0 SA [8]
5 16× 30 4 6 0 3 6 0 4 4 0 SA [8]
6 16× 30 4 6 5 3 8 4 3 8 0 HA [8]
7 16× 30 4 6 1 3 8 0 4 6 0 SA [8]
8 16× 30 4 6 0 3 6 1 4 3 0 SA [8]
9 16× 30 4 6 0 3 8 1 4 5 0 SA [8]

10 16× 30 4 6 1 3 8 0 4 6 1 Equal to SA [8]
11 16× 30 4 6 1 3 8 2 4 4 0 SA [8]
12 16× 30 4 6 1 4 7 2 4 6 1 HA [8]
13 14× 24 4 5 0 4 5 1 4 0 0 SA & HA [9]
14 24× 18 4 12 5 4 12 1 4 12 4 SA & HA [10]
15 23× 20 4 10 3 4 10 5 3 10 5 Constraint (P) is not satisfied [11]
16 16× 43 4 6 0 5 6 2 5 4 0 HA [12]
17 27× 27 4 15 12 4 15 15 3 13 0 Constraint (P) is not satisfied [13]
18 24× 40 6 10 10 4 12 6 4 12 3 HA [14]
19 24× 40 6 10 12 4 12 8 4 12 7 HA [14]
20 24× 40 6 10 15 4 12 12 4 12 9 HA [14]
21 30× 41 6 10 2 5 12 2 5 8 0 HA [15]
22 28× 46 6 10 19 5 12 8 5 11 10 HA [10]
23 36× 90 6 12 13 6 12 10 5 12 18 Constraint (P) is not satisfied [12]
24 40×100 6 15 4 7 15 14 6 15 2 SA [16]

well as giving minimum of total EE value. Suppose the number
of GT cells is less than the number of GT cells allowed, then
the entire modified ART1 is stopped and the vigilance (�) value
is increased and once again the network is started from the first
phase.

And the final outputs are the list of part families and the
corresponding part list, GT cells and their corresponding list of
machines, as well as the reminder cells with their corresponding
list of machineries and the number of exceptional elements.

3 Experimentation on data from literature

The proposed modified ART1 algorithm is tested on Murthy and
Srinivasan’s [1] experimentation problems. In that paper, they
used a simulated annealing algorithm (SA) and a heuristic al-
gorithm (HA) for fractional cell formation. Using the modified
ART1 algorithm, 24 of Murthy and Srinivasan’s [1] experimen-
tation problems were solved. The results are compared with SA
and HA proposed by Murthy and Srinivasan [1]. In that paper,
their objective was to minimize of exceptional elements among
GT cells, and their constraints are as follows:

i. Assign each machine to only one cell, which is either GT cell
or the reminder cell.

ii. Assign every part to only one GT cell.
iii. Ensure at most (mr) machines are in the reminder cell.
iv. Ensure that a GT cell has at least two machines.
v. Ensure that the total number of cells includes reminder cell

(P).
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In the modified ART1, we also considered Murthy and Srini-
vasan’s [1] objective function and constraints. The � is taken as
0.1, and the modified ART1 result is found to be superior or
equal when compared to the SA and HA and given in Table 1.
For problem number 2, 13 and 14, the modified ART1 result
is superior when compared to both SA and HA. For the prob-
lems 15, 17 and 23, the modified ART1 results are not satisfied
with Murthy and Srinivasan’s [1] constraints. For all other prob-
lems, the modified ART1 results are superior in either SA or HA
and the constraints also satisfied. In three problems, the modified
ART1 results are equal to the SA and superior to HA, and only
one problem result is equal to the SA. Superior means the num-
ber of machines in the reminder cell is reduced and/or the total
number of exceptional elements are reduced.

4 Future work

Several improvements to the modified ART1 are possible. The
scope of this paper is restricted to the modified procedure of the
ART1 for the fractional cell formation with the single objective
of minimizing the exceptional elements. Some of the issues like
applying a number of constraints, multi-objectives, two or more
reminder cells and large-sized matrices can be implemented in
this modified ART1.

5 Conclusion

The modified ART1 neural network has been successfully im-
plemented for fractional cell formation problems. The results are
compared with popular existing algorithms such as the simu-
lated annealing algorithm and heuristic algorithms. It was found
that the modified ART1 solution is superior in most of the cases.
The modified ART1 gives the outputs as the list of part families
and the corresponding part list, GT cells and their corresponding
list of machines, the reminder cell with the corresponding list of
machinery, and the number of exceptional elements. The compu-
tational effort is very low in the modified ART1 when compared

to all other algorithms. This modified ART1 is suitable for any
size of machine-part incidence matrix.
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